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1st  hour: (Sarbjit Singh) 
 
In our class we discussed the meaning of the Shabad “jwigq joiq jpY ins bwsur.”  
Based on the discussion, please answer the following questions(50 points): 
 

1.Who is the author of this shabad? 
2. Which Granth is this shabad written in? 
3. In your own words describe the meaning of each of the 4 lines in the shabad 
4. According to the shabad what is does Guru ji telling us to avoid?  
5. According to the shabad how can one become true Khalsa?  
6. Write 5 Baanis in Dasam Granth and briefly explain what they are about? 

 
 
Bonus Question–answer any one of the two  
(10 points): 
1.The shabad describes some rituals that the Khalsa should not follow. Briefly describe some 
rituals that you or your family may have or currently practice. How do those rituals  
align with this shabad? 
 
OR 
 
2.If you or your family does not follow any rituals, do you notice any rituals followed at your 
local Gurduara? How do those align with this shabad? 

 
2nd hour: (Arvind Singh) 
 
1. Nitnem Recitation: Practice Rehras Sahib regularly. You will be evaluated on fluency, 
pronunciation and mistake-free recitation. You will get extra credit for memorizing as much 
of the Paath as you can.  
 
2. Japji Sahib research: Look up and write word meanings (in English) and sentence 
translations (in Punjabi) for Pauris 35 & 36 in your Japji Sahib workbooks. 
 
3. Sakhi: (Assigned to one person in class): Present the Guru Nanak Sakhi in punjabi about 
Bhai Bhoomiya 
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4. Japji Sahib quiz: Quiz will include Pauri 34 key messages (in Punjabi), word translation (in 
English), Gurmat messages and Sakhi about Kauda Rakshas. 
 
5. Evaluation: Correct your mistakes in the Japji Sahib key messages worksheet. 
 


